Relationship between Oscillation Frequency and Phase Difference of Coupled Chaotic Circuits
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SUMMARY

The synchronous phenomena are observed as not only fields of natural science but also various fields. For example, we can confirm the flashing of fireflies (a firefly is able to match frequency of other fireflies), metronome, heartbeat of the human, and so on. The synchronous phenomena have been researched extensively in physics [1] and biology [2]~[3]. In addition, applying synchronous phenomena to medical technology are developed. These synchronous phenomena are known as one of the nonlinear phenomenon. For the future engineering application, we consider it is important to investigate synchronous phenomena of coupled chaotic circuits.

Synchronous discrimination of the chaotic circuit uses the phase difference generally. Not only the phase difference but also period and oscillation frequency exist in the coupled chaotic circuit. We pay attention to oscillation frequency in the coupled chaotic circuit. We can consider that entire circuits synchronize when oscillation frequency included in a certain circuit converges on a certain value. In this study, we compare synchronous discrimination by using phase difference and oscillation frequency. We assume that oscillation frequency converges on a steady value when the coupled chaotic circuits synchronize.

As simulation result, we confirm that synchronous state of chaotic circuits has no relationship with the oscillation frequency, although oscillation frequency converges on a steady value conclusively. Next, we compare from the other perspective whether there is relationship of among the coupled chaotic circuits. We investigate whether there is relationship in the timing of synchronization as we determine synchronous state of circuit by using oscillation frequency or phase difference.
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